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	“The book itself is a diagram of clarification, containing hundreds of examples of work by those who favor the communication of information over style and academic postulation—and those who don’t. Many blurbs such as this are written without a thorough reading of the book. Not so in this case. I read it and love it. I suggest you do the same.“

	—Richard Saul Wurman


	“It is a dream book, we were waiting for…on the field of information. On top of the incredible amount of presented knowledge this is also a beautifully designed piece, very easy to follow…”

	—Krzysztof Lenk, author of Mapping Websites: Digital Media Design


	"Making complicated information understandable is becoming the crucial task facing designers in the 21st century. With Designing Information, Joel Katz has created what will surely be an indispensable textbook on the subject."

	—Michael Bierut


	“Having had the pleasure of a sneak preview, I can only say that this is a magnificent achievement: a combination of intelligent text, fascinating insights and - oh yes - graphics. Congratulations to Joel.”

	—Judith Harris, author of Pompeii Awakened: A Story of Rediscovery


	Designing Information shows designers in all fields - from user-interface design to architecture and engineering - how to design complex data and information for meaning, relevance, and clarity. Written by a worldwide authority on the visualization of complex information, this full-color, heavily illustrated guide provides real-life problems and examples as well as hypothetical and historical examples, demonstrating the conceptual and pragmatic aspects of human factors-driven information design. Both successful and failed design examples are included to help readers understand the principles under discussion.
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The Offshoring Challenge: Strategic Design and Innovation for Tomorrow's OrganizationSpringer, 2013

	The continuous search for efficiency gains and the goal of attaining a sustainable competitive advantage have steadily increased the volume of goods and services procured globally from third party vendors. In this context, named as “the next wave of globalization”, the offshoring phenomenon has stimulated research and political...
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Business Intelligence Roadmap: The Complete Project Lifecycle for Decision-Support ApplicationsAddison Wesley, 2003
"If you are looking for a complete treatment of business  intelligence, then go no further than this book. Larissa T. Moss and Shaku Atre  have covered all the bases in a cohesive and logical order, making it easy for  the reader to follow their line of thought. From early design to ETL to physical  database design, the book...
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Case Files Emergency Medicine (LANGE Case Files)McGraw-Hill, 2004

	The closest a student can get to the wards without seeing patients!


	4 STAR DOODY'S REVIEW!

	"I think any student doing a rotation in emergency medicine would benefit from these case scenarios. It provides a practical approach to a disease while highlighting the points that are often tested on...
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Blog MarketingMcGraw-Hill, 2005
What if you could listen to millions of people--customers, employees, competitors, partners, even the media--as they candidly discuss your company, your products, and your advertising? And what if you were able to use this real, up-to-the-minute feedback to determine exactly what your customers want and how to improve your business...
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Computer Science Distilled: Learn the Art of Solving Computational ProblemsCode Energy LLC, 2017

	A walkthrough of computer science concepts you must know. Designed for readers who don't care for academic formalities, it's a fast and easy computer science guide. It teaches the foundations you need to program computers effectively. After a simple introduction to discrete math, it presents common algorithms and data structures. It...
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The Power of Impossible Thinking: Transform the Business of Your Life and the Life of Your BusinessWharton School Publishing, 2006

	50,000 copies sold, now in paperback... If you can think impossible thoughts, then you can do impossible things!! 

	
		The power of change: create new thinking for new solutions!
	
		Includes a new introduction demonstrating the "power of impossible thinking," plus access to exclusive book...
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